February 3, 2016
Environmental Protection Agency
Docket ID No. EPA HQ-OAR-2013-0572
Sent via internet to: http://www.regulations.gov
Re:

Comments on Treatment of Data Influenced by Exceptional Events; Proposed Rule
(80 FR 72840)

Sierra Forest Legacy (SFL)—formed in 1996is a conservation coalition of over 80
environmental organizations focused primarily on federal land management policy and practice
in the Sierra Nevada Bioregion of California. Increasing fire use for ecological sustainability,
forest carbon stability and in support of public safety and public health are key concerns of the
coalition since its inception.
We are experiencing increasingly alarming fire events in the Sierra Nevada. Many of these
events (Rim Fire,1 257,000 acres in 2013; King Fire,2 100,000 acres in 2014) have made the
national daily news cycle due to their fire size and intensity. These fires, termed “mega-fires,”
generate significant air pollution at levels which significantly impact human health,3 yet these
impacts are often overlooked due to the more immediate danger to life and property. What is
seldom discussed are the longer term impacts to air quality (smoke from these fires being prime
examples), forests, water quality, loss of ecological benefits to humans, damage to plants and
wildlife, and soil impacts resulting from over a century of fire exclusion in fire dependent
ecosystems. Also rarely mentioned are the underutilized methods for helping to prevent such
fires-- the use of prescribed and managed fire. Additionally, fighting mega-fires can be far more
dangerous for firefighters than implementing prescribed fire or managing naturally-ignited burns.
Many firefighters have been injured or killed fighting recent mega-fires.
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rim_Fire
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/King_Fire
3
E.g.: http://www.sacbee.com/news/state/california/fires/article2610463.html
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We are encouraged to see EPA’s recognition of the ecological and social benefits of wildfire,
including both natural ignitions and prescribed fire (80 FR 72866), as well as a robust discussion
of these benefits of fire use in recent EPA Air Quality Rulemaking including the Ozone Final
Rule (2015), the Exceptional Events Rule (EER) proposed revisions and guidance letters.
However, we are concerned that the proposed revisions do not go far enough to provide for the
use of managed natural ignitions and prescribed fire at an ecologically meaningful scale that
these natural systems require, and at which air quality benefitslower acute emissions from
large wildfirescan be realized. To put it simply, while the EPA recognizes the importance of
fire and easing the regulatory burden of exceedance filings, the proposed revisions simply do not
articulate the present emissions tradeoffs of not using fire at meaningful ecological scales. Nor
does the EER provide air quality regulators or land managers the latitude, authority, and
direction they need to approve managed and prescribed fire use on a meaningful scale based
upon scientifically documented fire regimes. If this dichotomy persists, the west will continue to
experience increased, large uncharacteristic wildfires that will further impact human health.
Prescribed fire is a key method to mitigate these smoke impacts, however the current regulatory
system essentially disincentivizes its use while perpetuating a regulatory structure which leads to
more unplanned and uncontrollable wildfires.
EPA states, “The purpose of this action is to propose revisions to the 2007 Exceptional Events
Rule to address certain substantive issues raised by state, local and tribal co-regulators and other
stakeholders since promulgation of the rule and to increase the administrative efficiency of the
Exceptional Events Rule criteria and process” (80 FR 72843). Sierra Forest Legacy and our
coalition partners are among those stakeholders. We maintain an ongoing conversation and
written dialog with Federal EPA, California Air Resources Board and staff (CARB), Air
Pollution Control Districts (APCDs) and individual county air districts throughout California.
We also regularly engage academic fire scientists, Forest Service and National Park Service
(NPS) fire scientists, fire specialists within federal land management agencies, air quality
scientists, and others in order to help resolve the challenging issues related to ecologically
significant levels of managed fire and protection of public health. We also fully support and
incorporate by reference a recent letter from fire and forest scientists to four federal officials
including Ms. Janet McCabe of the EPA Air and Radiation Division titled “The Fire Challenge:
Increasing fire use for natural resource benefits, carbon stability and protection of public health”
(Fire Challenge letter, January 22, 2016, attached). Our detailed comments herewith are offered
in this context of collaborative problem solving.
Thank you for this opportunity to comment on the EER Proposed Revisions.

Sincerely,
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I.

Current Situation: Increasing smoke from wildfires in the West

While California’s roaring blazes and costly and dangerous fire suppression efforts make an
exciting network news cycle, the real heart of the matter is rarely mentioned. The issue of
increasingly uncontrollable fires in the West (Pyne 2015), stemming from a century of fire
exclusion and the loss of fire’s critical role in ecosystem resilience, garners little public air time
or attention. Couple these impacts with climate warming and extended dry periods such as
California is experiencing and the end result does not bode well for forest resilience or for
limiting mega-emission impacts to public health. An active, well-managed fire program is key to
limiting emissions and building forest resilience at the landscape scale. Fire use, either
prescribed fire or natural ignitions managed for multiple resource benefits, is the only approach
that land managers have available to reach an ecologically significant scale of landscape
resilience. This is especially true in California where steep slopes, road access and other
constraints limit mechanical treatments to a small percentage of the landscape (North et al.
2012). However, as detailed below, the current regulatory structure simply does not encourage,
let alone allow for prescribed and managed fire at the scale necessary to mitigate air quality and
other ecological impacts, which are anticipated to only get worse due to the impacts of climate
change and drought in California.
We do not debate the scientific research pertaining to the negative health effects of PM10 and
PM2.5, Ozone, NOX or other pollutants on human health. We support the use of these existing
standards to control pollution from agriculture, transportation, stationary sources such as waste
incinerators and other sources. When the NAAQS for these pollutant elements are applied in a
way which fails to account for a natural and critically important ecological disturbance process is
when the “train starts to go off the track.”
There has been increasing dissonance between air quality regulations and land management
objectives for several years that needs to be resolved through this rule-making or other avenues.
The EER Proposed Revisions do make significant headway in clarification of conditions for
adequate demonstrations of air quality exceedances for fire-related events but it does not go far
enough in offering meaningful relief from regulations on monitored exceedances to allow for
ecologically significant fire use consistent with the best available science. Contrary to our shared
public health protection goals, public health impacts from uncontrolled wildfire will actually
worsen absent the relief necessary to limit uncharacteristic fires and their emissions.
A.

Mega-fires significantly impact public health

Smoke from fires is on the rise, in large part a consequence of larger significant wildfires (Jaffe et al.
2008; Cisneros et al. 20124). As discussed elsewhere, decades of fire suppression have left

4

“In the United States, the patterns of fire frequency, intensity and severity have been gradually altered by the prevailing
management strategy of fire suppression, which has contributed to conditions that encourage high-severity wildfires (Radke et al.
2001; USDA Forest Service 2001; Syphard et al. 2007). Smoke from wildfires has been increasing owing to the increased size of
significant wildfires during the past decade (Jaffe et al. 2008).”
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California’s forests overly dense (Westerling et al. 2004).5 As a result of the accumulation of
biomass, more acres with higher fuel loads are burning at higher intensities. Studies have found that
fuel load (biomass) consumption appears to be one of the biggest drivers of PM generated by
wildfires (Jaffe et al., 2008; Cisneros et al. 2012).

These “mega-fires” typically generate significant air pollution. For example, in Cisneros et al.
2012, the authors joined with other health science and air quality experts to analyze the effects of
the 61,000 hectare (150,000 acre) 2002 McNally Fire on air quality in the San Joaquin Valley
and southern Sierra Nevada. The federal PM10 standard was exceeded four times during the fire
but violations of the California PM10 standard “increased drastically during the fire.” The
authors noted that the California PM10 standard was violated six times before the McNally Fire
and 164 times during the fire. Highest O3 concentrations increased downwind by a factor of two
in two locations. Some of the O3 increase was attributed to ozone precursors NOx, CO, and
VOCs emitted from the fire. Air quality impacts from mega-fires are also evidenced through
previous Exceptional Event demonstrations submitted by California (for example, see
demonstrations for wildfires in 2007 and 2008 by Plumas, Shasta, and Sacramento Counties6).
Although the pollution generated by mega-fires is significant, air quality impacts are often
marginalized by the more immediate concerns of loss of life and property from the fire itself
(Schweizer and Cisneros, 2014). As discussed below, prescribed and managed fire help prevent
the occurrence of mega-fires, and provide the best mechanism for mitigating air quality impacts
from fires that will inevitably happen.
Wildfires also reduce visibility in National Forests and Parks (Cisneros et al. 20127). As with the
Exceptional Events Rule, policies which allow regulators to exempt wildfire smoke with regards
to Regional Haze Rule requirements, but not prescribed fire emissions, create further
disincentives to employ prescribed fires as discussed elsewhere in these comments (Engel
20138).
We support many of the proposed recommendations that focus on enabling fire’s critical role in
establishing and maintaining ecosystem sustainability and in protecting public health and safety.
We believe that protection of public health goes hand-in-hand with increased managed fire use,
not at the expense of it. We base the preceding statement on a clear understanding of fire and its
critical role in forested ecosystems of California (Agee 1993; SNEP 1996; Sugihara et al. 2006;
Stephens et al 2007; North et al. 2012) and the fact that fire suppression efforts are increasingly
“The intensity of the fires and the severity of their ecological impact on the region’s forests were exacerbated by the long-term
accumulation of fuels such as snags, logs, and heavy brush due to 20th-century fire suppression policies and watershed
preservation efforts since the late 1800s.”
5

6

http://www.epa.gov/air-quality-analysis/exceptional-events-submissions-table
“Particulate matter produced during catastrophic fire events is of great concern because it can adversely affect
public health and can be one of the principal causes of visibility reduction in National Forests and Parks during the
summer (Park et al. 2007)” (Cisneros et al. 2012).
8
“With respect to visibility impairment resulting from wildfires in the Western United States, air quality policy
requires that states reduce the visibility-impairing impacts of most prescribed fire, but not for wildfires. As with
EPA's exceptional events policy, this policy removes any incentive otherwise provided by the regional haze rules to
prevent wildfires, and it further discourages states from mitigating the wildfire risk with the use of prescribed fire…
Similarly, the regional haze rule rests upon the distinction that wildfires are "natural" while prescribed fires are
anthropogenic in origin” (Engel 2013).
7
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overwhelmed by fire intensity during extreme fire weather events leading to significant
emissions impacts to public health from mega-fire events (see Fire Challenge letter, 2016, joint
scientists’ letter to EPA, USDA, DOI and CEQ). In fact, fire officials and others predicted
almost twenty years ago that “increased fire suppression efforts will not be successful because
such inevitable, large, intense wildfires are generally impossible for firefighters to stop and are
only extinguished by rainfall or when there is no more material to burn” (U.S. GAO 1999). As
noted previously, this situation has only become worse over the last two decades as more
uncontrollable fires are occurring in the West and elsewhere.
B.

Prescribed and managed fires provide mitigation for public health impacts
from fire

Fire in the Sierra Nevada’s fire-dependent ecosystem is inevitable. Managed and prescribed fire
is a proven method for mitigating wildfire emissions and reducing fire severity (Collins et al.
2007; Hurteau et al. 2008). Managed and prescribed fire can also provide ‘fuel breaks’ to help
prevent the spread of larger (more polluting) mega-fires in the future (Miller 2012).9 In
Schweizer and Cisneros (2014), the authors conclude that, “some wildland fires and the
subsequent smoke impacts to human health may be necessary to best mitigate the extreme air
quality events from large high intensity fires,” and that “the more extensive air quality impacts
documented with large high intensity fire may be averted by embracing the use of fire to prevent
unwanted high intensity burns. A widespread increase of the use of fire for ecological benefit
may provide the resiliency needed in the Sierra Nevada forests as well as be the most beneficial
to public health through the reduction of single dose exposure to smoke and limiting impacts
spatially” (emphasis added). Cisneros et al. 2012 suggest: “A return to historic fire size and
intensity may be the best solution for reducing O3 and PM exposure in the Sierra Nevada.”
As summarized in Engel 2013,10 prescribed fire reduces emissions from fires on a per hectare
basis. Wildfires typically occur when conditions are hot and dry, which results in more complete
combustion of biomass compared to prescribed fires, which burn during more desirable
conditions. This leads to more air pollution from a wildfire compared to a prescribed fire in the
same area; this increased smoke also is more likely to occur during times when air is more
stagnated and less likely to be dispersed by high altitude winds. Prescribed fire allows land
managers and air quality regulators to manage the timing, extent, and quantity of smoke
emissions (Engel 2013; Schweizer and Cisneros 2014).
The Lion Fire—a good example of a managed natural ignition.
In another fire management and air quality case study from the southern Sierra Nevada, Schweizer
and Cisneros (2014) monitored the 8,370 ha (20,422 ac) Lion Fire in 2011 on the Sequoia National
9

“The simulations revealed a number of instances where the growth of fires would have been curtailed by burned areas if fires
had not been suppressed, demonstrating how fires can create barriers to future wildfires in the form of fuel breaks (fi g. 3)”
(Miller 2012).
10 “Wildfires typically burn during hotter, drier conditions than those usually planned for prescribed fires, resulting in the more
complete consumption of forest fuels and, therefore, more pollution emissions. Wildfires often occur during times when the air is
stagnated, trapping smoke close to the ground where it is less likely to be carried away by higher-altitude transport winds. In
contrast, prescribed fires can be planned for conditions when smoke emissions can be minimized” (Engel 2013).
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Forest for PM2.5 levels at monitoring sites used to access exposure, public health impacts, and to
quantify annual air quality during a year with a fire that was within the normal fire size and intensity
for this area of the Sierra Nevada. While the Lion Fire burned for 2 months, the Air Quality Index
readings of moderate to good were recorded at the most impacted sites of Johnsondale, Kernville,
and Camp Nelson. Smoke impacts to PM2.5 concentrations did not reach the Central Valley. The
authors concluded, “this type of fire can be implemented with minimal public health impacts thus
allowing an opportunity for air and fire managers to alter policy to allow additional burning in an
area with severe anthropogenic air pollution and where frequent widespread fire is both beneficial
and inevitable.”

C.

Fire emissions “backlog” and consideration of ecological scale

Fire use that is science-based and which occurs at ecologically meaningful scales matters greatly
due to fire’s contribution to forest resilience, carbon stability (Hurteau et al 2014), and reduced
smoke impacts on human populations. Expanded fire use is the key critical path to forest
resilience. However, there are two constraints in the Sierra Nevada that impact expanded fire
use. First, fire suppression policies have been in place for roughly 100 years or longer. This has
altered the natural fire regime in our forests, over time creating a major ‘backlog’ of lands that
are “fire-departed,” having missed several fire return intervals. Second, although there has been
limited prescribed and managed fire use and more recent recognition of the need for fire, the
extent of prescribed and natural fire used in our forests is far too small to provide the ecosystem
resilience or public health and safety benefits that occur with a much larger scale of fire use. Fire
use is the key to limiting mega-emissions.
1)

Backlog

Suppressing fires only delays the inevitable. There is no choice between fire and no fire; rather,
we have the opportunity to use prescribed and managed fire to reduce the impacts when our
forests do burn, or we can wait until a mega-fire occurs. When the latter happens:





Air agencies and land managers have no control over timing or meteorological conditions
as they do with prescribed fire;
Smoke emissions per hectare burned are likely to be higher than if the same areas were
burned by prescribed fire (discussed above);
Firefighters are placed in greater danger fighting a raging wildfire than managing a
prescribed fire11; and
It is virtually impossible to extinguish a mega-fire – typically it will burn until the fire
runs out of fuel, or it rains.12

“Scientists contend that the impacts of isocyanates upon the health of firefighters and populations adjoining
wildfires could be significant…Furthermore, studies document wildfire as a source of particulate bound mercury in
levels comparable to what is found in industrial emissions” (Engel 2013);
12
“Outside experts and Forest Service officials generally agree that increased fire suppression efforts will not be
successful because such inevitable, large, intense wildfires are generally impossible for firefighters to stop and are
only extinguished by rainfall or when there is no more material to burn” (GAO 1999).
11
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In essence, not employing prescribed fire now “delays” the emissions to some future date (Engel
201313; Schweizer and Cisneros 201414). This places the burden of greater air pollution on future
generations. Nothing in the Clean Air Act (CAA) or Congressional Report language associated
with the statute grants EPA the authority to exclude wildfire from air quality emissions
accounting as was proposed in the 2013 EER Guidance Letter, especially in light of EPA’s
regulatory role of permitting fire use (Engel 2013).
2)

Scale of prescribed and managed fire

Accomplishing treatment of the backlog of fire-excluded acres using prescribed fire and natural
ignition use for multiple resource objectives coupled with best smoke management practices
goes hand-in-hand with other efforts such as Firewise, USA home and community protection
efforts15 and strategically-placed fuel treatments---all are part of learning to live with fire.
Due to both fuel loading “backlogs” from fire exclusion and the need to increase the landscape
scale of fire use, smoke-related exceedances occurring under this new, science-based
understanding of the role of fire should not be viewed as non-compliance with NAAQS but
instead should be seen as healing a century of societies’ misunderstanding of fire’s role in forest
resilience. It is critically important that EPA, partner agencies, and stakeholders recognize the
trade-offs in balancing forest resilience and public health benefits from an active fire program
(Cisneros et al. 2014; Schweizer and Cisneros 2014) versus relying on the outdated and failed
mindset of fire elimination.
3)

Dichotomy in air quality regulations

In EPA’s own words, “The EPA anticipates receiving increasing numbers of fire-related
demonstrations in the future due to the natural accumulation of fuels in the absence of fire, due to
climate change that is leading to increased incidence of wildfire.” (80 FR 72866; 74 FR 66530
12-15-09 citing the adverse wildfire impacts from GHG increases).
It is arbitrary and fails to follow the agency’s own recommendations for use of science-based and
evidence-based approaches when EPA acknowledges both the need for increased fire to support
ecosystem resilience and to foster public safety by avoiding large unplanned wildfire events (80

“In fact, prescribed burning can be viewed as a trade-off between the health and comfort of the present generation,
who must put up with the smoke from prescribed burning, for the health and comfort of future generations.” Engel
2013, summarizing Farber 2003). Daniel A. Farber, From Here to Eternity: Environmental Law and Future
Generations, 2003 U. Ill. Law Review 289 (2003).
14
“Current policy and regulatory enforcement is designed to concentrate protection on immediate impacts. This
works well with anthropogenic emissions but is in effect pushing the onerous impacts of smoke exposure to
subsequent years. Fuel loading, increases in wildland urban interface, and climate change are coalescing to limit the
proactive use of fire for ecological and thus public health benefit. Fire managers are near to having no alternative but
to be reactive to fire which will limit their effectiveness to control emissions” (Schweizer and Cisneros 2014).
“Smoke causes a myriad of impacts to human health. Suppression policies appear to not only be moving these
impacts to future generations but with increased fire size and intensity smoke impacts can be expected to have
increasing mortality impacts and the associated social cost (Kochi et al., 2012).” (Schweizer and Cisneros 2014).
15
http://firewise.org
13
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FR 72871) and the need to regulate and restrict smoke resulting from managed fire use, an effort
that is attempting to significantly reduce wildfire smoke impact.
II.

Comments on proposed changes and additional recommendations for proposed
EER Revisions Section V.
A.

Who can file a demonstration?

Issue: In the Proposed Rule (80 FR72847-72848) EPA raises the issue of who can initiate an
exceptional events process and submit determinations.
Comment: We strongly support EPA’s proposed changes including the recommendation that
Federal Land Managers (FLMs), federal agencies and other entities that operate air quality
monitors that meet all the requirements for monitoring data certification and the submittal
requirements as established at 40 CFR parts 50 and 58 c, and CAA section 319(b)(3)(i) can
conduct a direct event demonstration and data submission. There are several reasons why this is
important. First, it will expedite the demonstration submittal and approval process, which can
take years. Second, it is consistent with EPA’s current and correct interpretation of the relevant
CFRs and Regional EPA cross-agency coordination regarding data flagging. Finally, FLMs often
manage lands across multiple jurisdictional boundaries making demonstrations more
cumbersome and confusing.
The EER notice also cites the 2007 Exceptional Events Rule which applies to tribal air quality
agencies granting treatment similar to a state under the Clean Air Act (CAA) Section 319 (80 FR
72847). The EPA also cites authority under Section 301(d) of the CAA where EPA promulgated
regulations known as the Tribal Authority Rule (1999) that treats tribes the same as states under
certain provisions of the Clean Air Act, even allowing tribes to operate their own CAA
programs.
Regarding FLMs submitting an exceedance demonstration, we believe that there should be an
“open access” filing policy where all parties collaborate in regards to an exceedance event. The
FLM can choose this new expedited pathway, “only after discussions with the state which the
monitor is operated” (80 FR 72848). This request from FLMs also carries the responsibility and
legal and financial accountability for data accuracy, following of the proper submittal process
and meeting all criteria for “controllable, preventable, and not likely to reoccur” as stated in 2015
EER proposed revisions discussed elsewhere.
Additionally, state air regulatory agencies should not be held solely accountable for such FLM
(or others) filings when this alternative pathway is chosen by federal land managers.
Coordination, collaboration and filing oversight in an “open access” filing environment would
provide the checks and balances needed while offering an expedited and less burdensome filing
option.
Our assumption is that FLMs would be selecting “direct submission” in the event proceedings
that are the least complicated events that reasonably show a direct causal link to an action or
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event such as a prescribed burn or natural ignition use fire strongly tied to an exceedance at a
monitoring site.
B.

What is an exceptional event?

The Issue: The CAA requires a clear causal relationship to exist between the measured
exceedance of a NAAQS and the exceptional event which caused a specific concentration at an
air quality monitoring location, CAA section 319(b)(3)(B)(ii). The 2007 Exceptional Events
Rule at 40 CFR 50.14(c)(3)(iv) requires that the demonstration provide evidence the event was
associated with measured concentrations in excess of “normal historical fluctuations”, and
that there would not have been an exceedance “but for the event.” (80 FR72848).
The EPA is proposing several changes to the 2007 Exceptional Events Rule with respect to
clarifying what constitutes an adequate exceptional event demonstration (80 FR 72847). The 2007
Exceptional Events Rule specifies six elements that air agencies must address when requesting
that the EPA exclude event-related concentrations from regulatory determinations (80 FR 72849):
1) The event affected air quality.
2) The event was not reasonably controllable or preventable.
3) The event was a human activity that is unlikely to recur at a particular
location, or was a natural event.
4) There exists a clear causal relationship between the specific event and the
monitored exceedance.
5) The event is associated with a measured concentration in excess of normal
historical fluctuations including background.
6) There would have been no exceedance or violation but for the event.
The EPA cites the first three of these elements as “pre-conditions” for EPA to approve an air
agencies request to exclude data. EPA, in this proposed rule is considering refining the
approaches to addressing the final three elements.
Proposed Changes: The proposed rule would revise these elements, including clarifying the
term “clear causal relationship,” the replacement of the term ‘‘historical fluctuations’’ with text
referring to a comparison to historical concentrations, and removing the “but for” clause. The
EER (80 FR 72849) states: “Making these changes would result in returning to the following
three core statutory elements of CAA section 319(b) that air agencies must meet when requesting
that the EPA exclude event-related concentrations from regulatory determinations:
1. The event affected air quality in such a way that there exists a clear causal
relationship between the specific event and the monitored exceedance or violation.
2. The event was not reasonably controllable or preventable.
3. The event was a human activity that is unlikely to recur at a particular location or was
a natural event.”
1)

Clear causal relationship language
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The “clear causal relationship language” is expanded to consider non-event related interactions
which can combine to create an exceedance such as an extended drought that adds to the impacts
of a wildfire driven exceedance. Also proposed is the moving of the “clear causal relationship”
language into the rule as criteria that must be met for data to be excluded.
Comment: We support both of these changes.
2)

Removal of the “but for” language element

Comment: Both proposed changes are supported as reasonable improvements based on
examples such as a wildfire exacerbated by drought, where drought is not an exceptional event
but drought (reasonably) could and does exacerbate wildfire effects due to tree mortality and
drier fuel conditions.
3)

Removing the term “historical fluctuations” and changing to a
“comparison of event-affected concentrations to historical
concentrations” and clarifying that the air agency does not need to
prove an explicit, measured “in excess of” demonstration.

Comment: While we understand and support the proposed change to comparison of eventrelated concentrations to historical concentrations, the discussion of the temporal scale of
“historical concentrations” is incomplete. Nor does the standard 5-year window of monitored
data comparison (80 FR 72856) provide a science-based examination of the potential scale of fire
and ecosystem function needed to prevent climate and drought driven emissions impacts in an
evidence-based examination (see detailed comments below). This arbitrary timescale fails to
establish a meaningful science-based examination of emissions regimes associated with either
restored fire regimes and their associated fire frequency and scale of fire or to the dangerously
fire-excluded conditions existing in today’s forests in California and elsewhere in the West.
What’s missing from the proposal is the recognition while “land owners and managers and
government public safety agencies” may be “strongly motivated to reduce the frequency and
severity of human-caused wildfire,” significant increases in the use of managed natural ignitions
and prescribed fire are needed to accomplish such a reduction. Human activity--or in the case of
significant emissions resulting from large wildfires, human inaction--suggests clear causality.
This causality can be due to several factors including, but not limited to, a minimal fire program
within federal land management units or failure to allocate permitted burns of adequate duration
to accomplish fire use on an ecologically relevant scale (consistent with the fire regimes of a
particular landscape), which also demonstrates a clear causal relationship to, and “ownership” of,
a particular emission exceedance.
EPA fails to define “reasonably” in terms of the frequency of exceedances, in relationship to
historical or background concentrations (or fluctuations) and only alludes to likelihood of more
exceedance filings due to climate change and wildfire from fuel buildups “in the absence of fire”
(80 FR 72866) or “droughts” effects on wildfire emissions (80 FR 72848). This type of limited
examination establishes an arbitrary decision-making environment that artificially restricts the
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depth of an environmental examination of the consequences of the restrictions on ecological fire
use. The limited examination also fails to fully address actions needed such as exemptions for
ecological fire use from the NAAQS. Since fire is a critical ecological process similar to
precipitation, it is not avoidable regardless of the nature of society’s policy language. A fire use
exception would support ecosystem resilience, public safety and benefit public health in the
longer view.
This EER proposed rule is about much more that clarifying and expediting exceedance filing
requirements. It is about addressing one of the critical land management issues of our time. Can
we live with fire and its natural role as a driver of the health of America’s forests? Clearly this
rulemaking requires a much more extensive environmental examination in an environmental
impact statement.
In discussing number five in the original 2007 EER criteria list addressing concentrations in
excess of “normal historical fluctuations” EPA admits that “there is no bright line that defines
when a concentration is in excess of historical fluctuations” but sets a historic review period of at
least the previous 5-years (80 FR 72849). While we have no issue with the change in language
from “historical fluctuations” to a comparison of “historical concentrations” and a comparison to
“event-related concentrations,” we do not support EPA’s narrow and limited view that an
examination of emissions data (pollutant concentrations) “over a 5-year window” is appropriate
for examining pollutant impacts from prescribed fire or wildland fire use. Even if EPA required a
10-year window of data examination the agency would be missing a key point. The point being
that historical concentrations of fire-related smoke exist in the scientific record in a variety of
forms, some of which are observational, some from recent modeling and some from air quality
monitoring equipment. Using just one data path or one era to inform air agencies as to the
impacts of air pollutant concentrations leaves half the story untold. Due to artificially clear skies
as a result of fire suppression (see comments below), measured air quality data from recent years
is not truly indicative of the historical--as in the pre-suppression era--fluctuations in smoke. In
many cases, historical concentrations may only be represented by visual observations and/or
modeled impacts based on biomass consumption or other ecological parameters. For example:
we were not measuring air quality 100 years ago, but with available emissions and fuel models
we may be able to estimate the natural biomass of an area and fire regime (based on vegetation
and fire history data) and from that, model the likely smoke emissions to represent historical
concentrations. Similar models can be used to measure emissions and fire acres burned in
today’s forests under the natural fire regimes of each vegetation type.
Early on in EPA’s history (1970) NAAQS thresholds for pollutants such as PM10 and later
PM2.5 were set during a period of limited fire use and intense fire suppression. To provide the
appropriate understanding of historical concentrations, EPA should go well beyond the recent
use of air monitoring data and include research-based evidence of the emissions associated with
vegetation in fire-adapted ecosystem throughout the West and elsewhere. For example, in
Stephens et al. (2007) research in fire regimes and associated emissions outputs from fire in
California, “the estimates of Californian prehistoric fire area are between 1.8 and 4.8 million ha
year-1 which resulted in 4.5–12.0% of the State’s lands burning annually.” Only three-quarters of
California’s lands were taken into account in this analysis. Also important in the study is the fact
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that, “From 1950 to 1999 the average annual area burned by wildfire in all vegetation types in
California was approximately 102,000 ha year-1.” The authors state that, “this amounts to 5.6%
of what would have burned in a similar period of time during the prehistoric era using the HFRI”
(Historic Fire Return Interval). Even with land conversion in the recent past, the forests and
wildlands of California remain strongly tied to their ecological fire regimes which in turn
supports ecological resilience. Therefore, historic (or background) concentrations need to reflect
both short term, monitored changes in air quality related to potential health impacts but also the
level of smoke likely to be generated from fire use that begins to approach the natural fire
regimes, fire return intervals and spatial scales of fire in functioning fire-associated ecosystems.
In the Sierra Nevada the level of fire we have tried and failed to control, regulate, suppress, or
otherwise eliminate is approximately 487,000 acres that would burn annually under a High Fire
Return Interval (HFRI) (North et al. 2012). Due to past management, fire exclusion, and other
challenges with fire use today the default position results in larger, hard to control unplanned fire
events and associated mega-emissions. A well-managed fire program that approaches natural fire
return intervals is a better public health choice than the mega-emissions recently recorded during
the Rim and King Fires in the Sierra Nevada.
As a part of this rulemaking, establish an emissions trade-off matrix for use by EPA, air
agencies, FLMs and others to support data submittals and data exclusion requests. The matrix
should contain modeled emissions scenarios built from today’s existing fuel conditions, past
emissions and fuel records from local fire events and future fire and emissions projections with
consideration of a no fire scenario, limited fire use (the current scenario) and increased fire use
based on reasonable percentages (25%-50%-75%) of accomplishment of full fire regime
consistency. If done collaboratively with air agencies, FLMs, scientists and other interested
parties in a robust environmental impact statement it would allow agencies and other
stakeholders to fully understand the emissions trade-offs we are confronted with today. Climate
warming and drought scenarios should also be factored into the analysis.
C.

What is a natural event? (80 FR 72854)

The Issue: EPA cites the CAA definition at section 319(b)(1)(iii) defining an exceptional event
“as an event caused by human activity that is not likely to recur at a particular location or a
natural event.” Natural events may recur at similar locations and EPA cites footnote #33 (80 FR
72854) with an example from the California Air Resources Board PM2.5 concentrations from
wildfires in 2008. EPA attempts to define the human causal relationship to wildfire events by
stating, “The EPA considers wildfires to be natural events even though some wildfires are
initiated by human actions and to some degree the frequency and scale of wildfires may be
influenced by prior land management practices.” EPA also questions whether it is simply a
matter of “naturalness” v. anthropogenic caused events but also to what degree human activity
played a role in strengthening the emissions generation process. The EPA believes this
interpretation best implements the Congressional intent and is a more appropriate approach than
expecting air agencies to determine the initial cause of each wildfire of interest and classifying it
as natural or anthropogenic based on that cause (80 FR 72849).
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Proposed Changes: We support removing the difficult-to-quantify “but for” exceedance criteria
and the burdensome efforts to produce evidence of a single source contribution to possible
NAAQS violations.
Comment: We do not believe this proposed change goes far enough in identifying the human
causal relationship to wildfire and emissions extent. We agree with EPA’s support of a “holistic
weight of evidence approach in analyzing submitted demonstration packages” (80 FR 72850).
However, the proposed rule sweeps under the rug the very real causal relationship between
human actions, wildfire and emissions extent. This is particularly the case in recent
uncharacteristic fire and emissions events such as the Rim and King fires in California, where
human-caused fire exclusion and past management contributed greatly to the extent of the
impacts. For example, the lack of regular surface fuel treatments within the King Fire (2014)
perimeter on the Eldorado National Forest, since 1908 when record-keeping began, was a major
contributing factor to the extreme fire (King Fire DEIS p. 3-53). The demonstration requirements
should include science-based estimates of the degree of fire and emissions extent and intensity
attributable to inadequate burn windows, burn duration, scale of fire use or inadequate capacity
to utilize burn opportunities and past management implications.
EPA believes that, “land owners and managers and government public safety agencies are
strongly motivated to reduce the frequency and severity of human-caused wildfires and the EPA
believes they can be presumed to make reasonable efforts to avoid them” (80 FR 72854; footnote
#35). EPA should also understand that FLMs at the same time, strongly support the use of
natural ignitions (lightning fires) for multiple resource benefits. Many people in the “fire
community” also believe that a human-caused ignition that is “in prescription” should also be
used for natural resource benefits and that fire use decisions should be based upon compliance
with prescription criteria, regardless of the source of the ignition.
D.

Not reasonably controllable or preventable
1)

Not controllable

The Issue: Many states have requested that the EPA automatically consider an event to be
reasonably controlled if the EPA has approved a state implementation plan (SIP) that contains
controls for anthropogenic sources that contribute to the event that are also specific to the
pollutant of concern in the exceptional events demonstration. In response, the EPA proposes that
enforceable control measures implemented in accordance with an attainment or maintenance SIP
approved by the EPA within 5 years of the date of a demonstration submittal, that address the
event-related pollutant and all sources necessary to fulfill the requirements of the CAA for the
SIP, to be “reasonably controlled” with respect to all anthropogenic sources that have contributed
to event-related emissions (80 FR 72859). As discussed in greater detail below, SIPs and other
regulatory requirements for air agencies need to incentivize the use of prescribed and naturallyignited fires as a means to reduce air pollution from fire. Where such requirements do not exist,
and/or burn programs are not being actively implemented, exceptional event demonstrations
should not be approved as this would indicate that not all measures available to reduce air
pollution from fire are being implemented.
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Comment: Assumptions regarding what is “reasonably controllable” need increased scrutiny
during this EE Rulemaking. For example, the reliance on mechanical treatments (80 FR 72869)
as an alternative to increased fire use will not lead to ecological, landscape-level resilience.
While there is a role for ecologically appropriate, strategic mechanical fuels reduction, the scale
of mechanical treatments is limited by many factors including steep slopes and lack of roads
being two primary factors. (See North et al. 2012; North et al 2015 in Journal of Forestry; North
et al. 2015 in Science). In a similar vein, any scaled-up use of herbicides to reduce fuels is
socially and ecologically unrealistic, damaging to biodiversity, and should not be relied upon as a
control measure.
Finally, there needs to be a make-up period of regulatory “forgiveness” that is non-punitive and
includes significant collaborative engagement around ecological recovery and increased public
health outreach. A reasonable definition of “controllable” must include a recognition that the
circumstances (increased fire risk) are due largely to fire exclusion which is exacerbated by
climate change. These issues are a much greater threat to public health and ecosystem resilience
than a simple PM violation at a particular monitor.
2)

Not reasonably preventable

Comment: The “not reasonably preventable” demonstration criteria includes consideration of
the natural fire regime and fire return interval or the interval determined by relevant FLMs forest
plan, adaptation to climate change, or for public safety. This inclusion is a positive step forward
that we strongly support.
We request EPA be more explicit regarding the scale of fire returned to the area or landscape in
the statement at 80 FR 72869. Mimicking the natural role of fire is directly tied to increased fire
resilience and is dependent upon the scale of fire returned to any particular landscape. Minimal
increases in the number of burn days and minimal changes in burn duration will not remedy the
impacts of a century of fire exclusion. It is time for EPA to state clearly that appropriate fire use
and fire scale are not outcomes we want to prevent. An example of the annual acres of fire
attributable to the scientifically validated fire-vegetation relationship in the Sierra Nevada
bioregion is approximately 487,000 acres annuallyon Forest Service land alone.
See Table 1—Historic fire return interval information (Forest Service mean HFRI) from
North et al. 2012
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Regardless of whether the cause is regulatory air policy, FLM capacity issues, climate warming’s
resulting extended fire seasons, or other factors that may limit appropriate fire use, we pass the
future emissions impacts to public health on to future generations. EPA offers confusing
language regarding “not controllable or preventable” demonstration submittal approaches offered
to air regulators by stating that air agencies can offer information regarding a natural event and,
“describe local efforts to prevent the event and explain how any efforts to limit the duration,
intensity or extent (and thus the emissions) from the event were reasonable” (80 FR 72858).
However, limiting the extent of a fire during the use of a natural ignition that is in prescription
that is building fire resilience and protecting public health and safety would be
counterproductive.
If EPA is supporting an exceedance demonstration that offers FLMs reasonable measures such as
fire use in the context of a natural fire regime for wildfire mitigation, carbon sequestration,
protection of water supply, and endangered species habitat maintenance (80 FR 72866-72867), it
is inconsistent to offer air agencies opportunities to defend an exceedance with discussions about
all the local efforts to limit the duration, intensity and extent of the event (80 FR 72858). We
request EPA strike this language at (80 FR 72858).
E.

Human activity not likely to recur

Proposed change: EPA proposes clarifications of the meaning of the “not likely to recur”
criterion for prescribed fire on wildland, exceptional events as a result of non-compliance, and
events within 3-years criteria within a AQCR.
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Comment: SFL supports a reasonable, science-based definition of “not likely to recur” that
encompasses and utilizes the natural fire return interval, maintenance burns that maintain
ecological benefits and resilience established in previous treatments, and protection of public
safety as an appropriate exceedance demonstration. The key point, which is acknowledged by
EPA, being that we need fire to return at regular intervals to “mimic the natural role of fire” (80
FR 72869) in forest ecosystems where the fire regime defines the fire need. While some fire
regimes have longer intervals between fires (lodgepole pine and red fir types, mean FRI 30-45
years), others are quite narrow (Jeffery pine-Eastside pine 5-6 yr. mean FRI; mixed conifer-12.
yr. mean FRI) North et al. (2012)16. Additionally, public and firefighter safety that is improved
by fire use is within the purview of EPA’s authority to allow exceedance demonstrations for such
purposes. Additional fire uses may also have unique fire frequencies associated with new
vegetation changes or weed invasions that increase fire risk due to climate change (80 FR 7386672867).
The “not preventable” language needs to address the emissions trade-offs and resultant impacts
to public health from not burning within the appropriate fire frequency range or for other reasons
mentioned above. EPA should also support new criteria that clarify that additional exceedance
filings (>3 events in 3 years) is not evidence of non-compliance if the other standard filing
criteria are met such as: controls are in place, event is within natural fire regime, or for other
defendable justifications offered by FLMs. The 3-event in 3-year criteria (80 FR 72856) in the
large AQCRs (see below) is arbitrary and runs counter to the very language on the proposed rule
at (80 FR 73866-72867) which promotes a clear understanding of the role of fire, fire regime,
fire frequency and fire exclusion’s impact on ecosystem resilience, ecosystem services, public
safety and climate adaptation.
We recommend that EPA strip the 3-year, 3-event criteria from the rule and replace it with rule
language such that as long as a FLM or state land manager has a plan that supports fire use, is
acting with the recognized variability of the natural fire regime, has applied adequate smoke
management SBMPs or offers reasonable evidence that supports a public health or public safety
concern, including climate adaptation actions, it will be considered an acceptable demonstration
of compliance.
F.

Air Quality Control Regions (AQCRs)

Issue: The most recent 3-events over 3-year period scenario is part of the revised NAAQS in
2012 for PM2.5 (80 FR72851). EPA seeks comment on this criterion (frequency of events).
Comment: The event frequency criteria in AQCRs restrict fire use over large landscapes and is
contrary to EPA’s own language in the proposed rule supporting natural fire regimes as an
adequate event demonstration since scale and frequency of fire are fundamental to the definition
of a functioning fire regime (see Table 1, North et al. 2012).

16

Mean FRI is a simplified metric that does not show the variability in natural fire events. The variability is what drives
resilience, patchiness and the full range of fire outcomes that managers are aiming for in a natural fire regime.
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The EPA proposes, as guidance, to recommend the following boundaries on the interpretation of
the unlikely to recur criterion. “If an event type has not previously occurred within a given air
quality control region (AQCR) in the 3 years preceding the submittal of an exceptional events
demonstration, the EPA will consider this to be a ‘first’ event and will generally consider it to be
unlikely to recur in the same location. Similarly, a ‘second’ event within the 3 years preceding
the submittal of an exceptional events demonstration would also generally be considered unlikely
to recur in the same location. If there have been two prior events of a similar type within a 3-year
period in an AQCR, that would generally indicate the third event, for which the demonstration is
being prepared (or would be prepared), does not satisfy the ‘human activity that is unlikely to
recur at a particular location’
criterion and, thus, would not qualify as an exceptional event.” (80 FR 72855-72856).
This contradicts management needs, where repeated application is necessary to restore more
frequent fire and maintain resilience. The proposed changes appear to include limited flexibility,
instead ‘allowing’ for two exceptional events to occur within a given AQCR before the ‘‘human
activity that is unlikely to recur at a particular location’’ criterion is not satisfied and the fire
would not qualify as an exceptional event. However, the areas included in individual AQRCs are
extremely large, and encompass expansive amounts of Sierra Nevada forest ecosystems which
rely on fire. Specifically, AQCRs are defined in 40 CFR part 81, subpart B, Designation of Air
Quality Control Regions (FR 72856). For California, these regions include: Lake Tahoe,
Mountain Counties, Lake County, Sacramento Valley, San Diego, San Joaquin, North Coast,
Great Basin, North Central Coast, San Francisco Bay Area, Metropolitan Los Angeles (areas are
shown in the figure of Air Basins, see below).
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G.

Expectations for smoke management programs (SMPs) and basic smoke
management practices (BSMPs) in event demonstrations.
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Issue: Codification and standardization of SMP/BSMPs characteristics for an acceptable
demonstration.
Proposed Changes: EPA proposes to place certain fire-related definitions and SMP/BSMP
language in the 40 CFR 50.1 as necessary for requirement for exceptional events demonstrations.
Comment: We do not think EPA has adequately described a “holistic, evidenced-based”
approach that defines an adequate Smoke Management Program. It is simply a compliance check
list with BMPs but it fails to track if ecologically significant fire use is possible as an outcome of
the application of the SBMPs, which it must be or the purpose and potential benefits of fire use
presented in the proposed rule at (80 FR 72866-72867) are defeated.
Defending a NAAQS exceedance based upon having control measures in place including
reliance on SIPs and “evidence of effective implementation” such as a Smoke Management
Program (SMP) and Basic Smoke Management Practices (BSMP) compliance are reasonable
control measures to continue but they do not go far enough.
Including monitoring to ensure that fire use objectives of FLMs and others using the smoke
management program, SBMPs and the burn permitting process would ensure that not only
NAAQS are met but mega-fire event pollution is also reduced due to an ecologically meaningful
fire program which we believe is the whole point of EPA’s role in protecting public health in
“real life” functioning ecosystems.
EPA should clarify that given the current fuel loading in many areas of the West, exceedances
will be increasingly common, in spite of the best intentions, but these exceedances are not a sign
of non-compliance. The reason for this is fuels loads are generally high in much of the West due
to a century of fire exclusion. In order to achieve any significant ecological scale of fire use for
the range of stated purposes in the proposed rule, burn frequency will need to approach the
natural fire frequency for the fire regime and vegetation types involved. More importantly the
burn duration will need to expand from the common 8 hour permitted period to a few days to
weeks. To ignore this fact or to only focus on regulatory compliance and not ecological need will
cause FLMs and EPA to fail to reach shared goals of ecological health and public health. Robust,
well-managed fire use programs of a significantly broader scale will limit mega-fire impacts to
ecosystems and mega-emissions impacts on public health. Further, as noted in our 3/17/2015
comments related to the draft ozone NAAQS,17 there are many tools and methods available to
improve public outreach and coordination efforts during managed and prescribed fire events.
Additionally, the EER Revisions cite to the 1998 Interim Air Quality Policy on Wildland and
Prescribed Fire (referenced in the 2007 EER preamble) (80 FR 72870). These six provisions
make up the “basic components of a certifiable SMP.” We offer additional important metrics for
EPA to consider either as part of “program evaluation” or as a separate evaluation of fire
accomplishment and improved public safety: evaluation criteria that confirm reduced
See “VI. Burning and Protecting Public Health–Increasing collaboration to reach those most impacted by
ecological burning.” at: http://www.regulations.gov/contentStreamer?documentId=EPA-HQ-OAR-2008-06993583&attachmentNumber=2&disposition=attachment&contentType=pdf
17
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uncharacteristic wildfire and associated pollutant risk as a result of an ecologically relevant fire
program in California and elsewhere should be monitored as part of an effective SMP emission
monitoring effort where fire is part of the natural disturbance regime. Proofing the benefits to
public health from lower emissions is consistent with EPA’s primary role under the Clean Air
Act.
We also believe that all the FLMs and other parties that have state fire plans supporting fire use
should coordinate with EPA and state air agencies to post the relevant information in
demonstrations that supports compliance with EPA’s requirements for defending a NAAQS
exceedance attributable to implementation of the fire program (prescribed fire or natural ignition
use) in the jurisdictions of the state where data exclusions are being requested. The elements
could include:








The relevant current land management plan or state fire plan with appropriate references
to the agencies’ fire program.
The best available science defining the vegetation types, various fire regimes, fire
frequency defined ecologically by both the median fire return interval (MFRI) and high
fire return interval (HFRI) disclosing the ecological variability of fire effects.
An estimate of the amount of acres within the appropriate jurisdictional or ecological
landscape that burned annually (pre-suppression) and the best scientific estimate for the
amount (spatial scale) of fire in these fire-associated landscapes today. These estimates
should include the estimate of how much fire should be occurring based upon vegetation
and fire regime and the current amount of fire (planned and unplanned) annually.
Submissions that demonstrate emissions records for prescribed and natural ignition use
fires with comparison to emissions from mega-fire events to provide accurate
information to air regulators, public health officials, and the public regarding the
ecological and public health trade-off of managed fire versus unplanned and
uncontrolled events, on the same or adjacent landscapes.
A reasonable estimate of the key ecological and human benefits associated with the
wildland landscapes with active fire regimes.

We believe this submission route and data assemblage should apply to all agencies that have a
fire program in California and elsewhere. It would include, but not be limited to, the Forest
Service, National Park Service, Bureau of Land Management, DOI, State Parks, CalFire, state
and federal refuge managers, and others.
H.

EPA’s role in Air Quality Management is only part of the Agency’s overall
responsibilities and mission
1)

Protection of public health

EPA’s EER Proposed Revisions at (80 FR 72853) state that the primary purpose of the EPA’s
Air Quality Monitoring Program is the “protection of public health.” This position flows from
the Clean Air Act section 319(b)(3)(A) and is not in dispute.
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(3) Principles and requirements
(A) Principles
In promulgating regulations under this section, the Administrator shall follow—
(i) the principle that protection of public health is the highest priority;
(ii) the principle that timely information should be provided to the public in any case in which the air
quality is unhealthy;
(iii) the principle that all ambient air quality data should be included in a timely manner, 2an appropriate
Federal air quality database that is accessible to the public;
(iv) the principle that each State must take necessary measures to safeguard public health regardless of
the source of the air pollution; and
(v) the principle that air quality data should be carefully screened to ensure that events not likely to recur
are represented accurately in all monitoring data and analyses.

Comment: This “public protection” clause is often repeated by air regulators in California. It is a
position we support. What is in dispute is the manner and degree that the public’s health is
actually protected by current fire-related pollutant NAAQS and EPA’s approaches for regulating
fire as a natural disturbance process. We are debating no other issue and strongly support EPA’s
work on air pollution reduction and the protection of public health. EPA’s protection of public
health and how those air quality safeguards actually function in the context of an environment
where fire is a critical ecological process, as in many parts of the United States, we strongly
question. Ecologically meaningful fire use (approaching the natural fire regime using an active
fire use program) should be the only path for an air agency to avoid having to account for
wildfire emissions (Engel 2013).
In a recent letter supporting increased fire use, sent to various federal agency leaders, prominent
fire scientists argue that increased fire use is critical to lowered emissions reductions and
increased protection of public health.
Figure 1, below, compares the relative magnitude of daily PM10 emissions from various fire
types including prescribed fire (Rx fire), managed wildfire for multiple objectives (WFMO), and
large mega-fire in the central Sierra Nevada of California (2010-2015). “The data illustrate a 10100 times difference between emissions from these proactive and appropriately managed fires
(Rx and WFMO) vs. the emissions from unwanted and destructive, watershed-spanning
megafires. The daily megafire emissions simply dwarf other sources by a factor of 10-100. There
is little doubt that Rx and WFMO fire options offer a favorable alternative that could reduce and
even minimize emissions from forest landscapes if applied at appropriate scales on the land”
(Fire Challenge Letter, 2016).
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2)

EPA’s Responsibilities go beyond air quality

Comment: EPA is a partner agency with FS, NPS, BLM and the states and has many important
responsibilities besides protection of air quality. Those responsibilities include protection of
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endangered species, protection of water quality, scrutinizing the safety and use of toxic
chemicals, and NEPA analysis. Many of these other responsibilities that EPA shares with other
agency partners are directly impacted by fire exclusion and the limitations on burn permits which
disincentivize the objectives of ecologically significant fire use. It is arbitrary for EPA to cite one
element of its suite of responsibilities and not thoroughly explore fire’s impact on other EPA
program areas such as endangered species protection, NEPA compliance and protection of clean
water. For example, EPA has clear Clean Water Act authority to protect the waters of the United
States yet the post-Rim and King fire sites have had regular flash flood warnings all winter long
(2015-2016 NOAH flash flood warning for East of Sacramento) stemming from the massive fire
footprint and fire-related impacts to soils and vegetation. With historically limited fire use in
these burned areas it is not hard to draw a conclusion that some (though not all) of the reasons
for the lack of fire resilience is attributable to the air regulatory constraints in those landscapes.
I.

EPA’s Regulatory Influence Over Fire-Associated Landscapes

We do not accept the rationale in the 2013 EER Guidance Letter that grants authority to state air
quality regulators to exempt air pollution impacts resulting from wildfires during annual air
quality emissions accounting. The authority to exempt wildfire emissions from annual or multiyear accounting should only occur if the state and air district regulators are supportive of, and not
hindering, an ecologically significant fire program within the state boundary. Regulatory
oversight of an active fire program, consistent with fire regimes and scales in a particular
landscape, should be a benefit to ecosystems and public health. While we readily admit air
quality concerns are not the only reason for limited fire accomplishments in California,
restrictive regulatory oversight, i.e., lack of acceptable burn days, space for multiple burns by
multiple FLMs in a given burn period, and extended burn duration necessary to accomplish
ecologically meaningful fire use based upon fire regimes and annual acres burn by vegetation
type are commonly mentioned concerns for why fire is an under-utilized tool. With an improved
regulatory environment and with increased collaboration we can reach dual goals of ecologically
significant fire use and improved public health and safety outcomes.
J.

Current regulatory structure for air quality permitting disincentivizes
prescribed fire

We appreciate that the EPA “understands the importance of prescribed fire, which mimics a
natural process necessary to manage and maintain fire-adapted ecosystems and climate change
adaptation, while reducing risk to public safety and the risk of uncontrolled emissions and
ecosystem damage from catastrophic wildfires.” We also strongly support EPA’s commitment
“to working with federal land managers, other federal agencies, tribes, states and private
landowners to effectively manage prescribed fire use to reduce the impact of catastrophic
wildfire-related emissions on ozone, PM10 and PM2.5.” (FR 72867). However, while the
proposed EER includes recognition of the importance of prescribed fire, the EER regulations will
continue to exempt wildfires while regulating prescribed fire. This creates a disincentive for
prescribed fire use (which ironically is among the best methods for mitigating smoke produced
by future wildfires and reducing population exposures to smoke-related pollution (Engel 2014).
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The same situation applies to impacts to visibility and the Regional Haze Rule regulations (Engel
201318).
In addition, suppression has resulted in artificially clear skies: “Background levels of pollutants
in a fire-adapted ecosystem must also account for the reduction of smoke during an era of
suppression where background levels are artificially reduced or in essence delayed until fuels are
consumed. Lack of fire as has been typical during the era of fire suppression can be taken as
artificially reducing smoke impacts to local air quality while providing a backlog of future
emissions” (Schweizer and Cisneros 2014). As a result, current designations do not take into
account the smoke generated by natural fire regimes. The EER allows for the exclusion of
wildfire events (presumed “natural”) from designations,19 however does not generally permit the
exclusion of prescribed fire. This again creates a disincentive for air quality regulators to accept
additional emissions from prescribed fire, as they will risk a nonattainment designation, and the
additional requirements that will come with it (Engel 201320).
K.

The EER revisions represent a major federal action; NEPA analysis required

NEPA requires that when a federal agency is proposing a major federal action with potential
significant impacts to the environment, an impact statement is required (40 CFR § 1502.4).
An EIS is required for the EER Proposed Rule due to this being a major Federal action with
significant impacts to the environment. Issues that should be explored and quantified include 1)
the role limited burn days and burn durations have on fire and emissions effects, and permitting
restrictions on burning pertaining to FLMs in general; 2) the 3-event in 3 years restrictions in
AQCRs and its impact of reaching ecologically relevant fire use in fire adapted ecosystems; 3)
the need to sort out the conflicted language in the proposed rule related to multi-agency
restoration objectives cited above and the operational reality for land managers to utilize the
smoke-related NAAQS restrictions on a natural disturbance process; and finally 4) the potential
increased impact on natural resources and public health (including the lost ecosystem benefits
that could have been gained through an active fire program)21 given the limitations on fire use
when scientists and land managers are clearly suggesting that wildfire impacts are likely to
increase due to climate change, drought, and a century of fire exclusion. The direct societal costs
of the increasingly massive fire suppression effort on wildlands should also be disclosed (Moritz
et al. 2014; Calkin et al. 2015; Calkin et al. 2014; Houtman et al. 2013).
“Hence, none of the Western states are under an obligation to reduce emissions from wildfire to comply with federal visibility
requirements; much like wildfire-emissions monitoring data, wildfire smoke does not “count” for purposes of the program for
reducing regional haze. This policy dramatically reduces the effectiveness of the visibility-protection regime since, according to
one commentator, “[u]ncontrollable emissions are a significant portion of the total visibility impairment in the Western [national
parks and wilderness] areas” (Engel 2013).
19 “As noted previously, in most cases, the mechanisms in the Exceptional Events Rule often provide the most regulatory
flexibility in that air agencies can use these provisions to seek relief from designation of an area as nonattainment.” FR 72866.
20 “Under the Clean Air Act and EPA's implementing regulations, a nonattainment classification triggers the applicability of a
host of stringent requirements applicable to a variety of mostly large sources of the same pollutant. Such requirements are
designed to reduce pollutant levels to attainment levels. Moreover, their very existence operates as a powerful incentive for
18

state air quality regulators, as well as the owners and operators of large sources of the subject air pollutant, to keep
pollution levels low” (Engel 2013).
21
See Miller (201)1.
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L.

Prescribed Fire impacts to federal and state standards may be less than
assumed

It is also worth noting that the air quality impacts from prescribed fires may not be as impactful
as assumed. New science requires a “hard look” at assumptions guiding air quality regulations
and the role of ecological fire in forest ecosystems. Previous air quality research found that in
California, the relationship between PM2.5 levels (as monitored by EPA’s IMPROVE network)
and fire was relatively weak (Jaffe et al. 2008). In recent atmospheric pollution research
(Cisneros et al. 2014), academic and Forest Service scientists focused on source pollution
generated in particulate matter less than 2.5 microns in the Sierra Nevada (study years 2002 to
2009) compared to the Central Valley, a major non-attainment area in California. For air quality
regulatory purposes, air quality throughout the southern Sierra Nevada is assumed to be similar
to the Central Valley. But locations above 500 meters in elevation (study sites ranged from 91
meters in the Central Valley to 2598 meters in the Sierra Nevada) are actually in compliance
with federal standards for PM2.5. Fires during the time of the study were typical of the historical
size and intensity of fires in this area of the Sierra Nevada. The authors determined that, while
fires during the study period had an impact on air quality, “they did not appear to be a major
driver in exceeding the United States Federal PM2.5 standard” in the southern Sierra Nevada.
In the section of the above paper discussing the policy implications of the effects of fire on
PM2.5, the authors state that based on monitoring information at locations in rural and
undeveloped monitoring sites, these sites did not exceed “mean annual or 98th percentile federal
standards.”22 Another key finding of the study was that monitoring sites located near the largest
burn areas, “did not have the largest concentrations of PM2.5.”23 This suggests that “natural
ignition fires burning at historic intensities and areas do not significantly contribute to violation
of the current federal standards in many instances.” Finally, regarding background conditions for
PM2.5 the authors note, “Considering the total area burned in California in 2008, the increase in
PM2.5 could be assumed as the historic level of non-anthropogenic PM2.5 from fire during a
normal year.” However, the potential nonattainment designation or other requirements that may
befall air districts when fire-related NAAQS violations do occur will continue to discourage the
use of prescribed and naturally-ignited fires for ecological benefits, even where such fires may
not cause NAAQS violations.
The authors concluded that the “Violation of federal standards does not correspond well with
high hectare fire months, suggesting that current regulation of fire emissions is not the most
effective use of regulatory authority.”

“The rural sites, closest geographically to the largest wild land fires, were consistently below the federal standards
for both annual mean and 24–hour 98th percentile; even though effects from fire are expected to have the most
significant impacts on PM2.5 closer to the fire (emission source)” (Cisneros et al. 2014).
23
“Localized impacts to PM2.5 from fire can be extreme especially for short duration events, but fire activity as seen
during this study (2002–2009) did not caused rural and undeveloped sites to exceed mean annual and 98th percentile
federal standards. More remote monitoring sites, typically closer to the larger fires, had the lowest PM2.5 mean
annual and mean 98th percentile. This implies that PM2.5 impacts from natural ignition fires burning at historic
intensities and areas do not significantly contribute to the violation of the current federal standards in many
instances” (Cisneros et al. 2014).
22
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In response to the potential increase in large, high intensity wildfires in combination with urban
pollutants from the Central Valley impacting rural mountain communities, Cisneros et al (2012)
recommend “a network of densely distributed passive samplers aided by real-time portable O3
monitors and portable PM monitors is essential for evaluating effects of wildland fire on ambient
air quality.” They conclude with the recommendation that, “A return to historic fire size and
intensity may be the best solution for reducing O3 and PM exposure in the Sierra Nevada”
(Cisneros et al. 2012).
M.

An example of the severe impacts of fire exclusion from the current fire
situation in California

Over the past century fire has been seen, within our Western culture, as an enemy of people, their
possessions and our shared natural resources. The resulting past century of fire exclusion and
intensive fire suppression has led to highly uncharacteristic fuel loading and vegetation density
(a.k.a, surface and ladder fuels) that are contributing to increasingly uncharacteristic fire events
and mega-emissions rarely witnessed in the recent past.
The King Fire (9-14-14) is an example of a recent mega-fire located in El Dorado County in the
central Sierra Nevada. Pre-fire and post-fire conditions within the burn perimeter included:







King Fire burned 97,717 acres
50,000 acres (large red area in map below) burned in one 6-hour burn period
Area had seen significant management and mechanical fuels reduction
Steep slopes limited the application of mechanical fuels reduction on a significant portion
of this landscape; prescribed or managed fire were the only tools available and they were
not applied
Under a fire suppression policy model, the King Fire footprint (map below) had not seen
any significant fire since 1908, (King Fire DEIS p. 3-58), Eldorado National Forest,
California Region 5.
Mean Fire Return Interval for this national forest landscape 8-12 years (King Fire DIES)
http://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/eldorado/home/?cid=STELPRD3827421
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III.

Conclusion

The NAAQS were established in an era of limited fire use and early “successful” suppression
efforts. We do not question these public health, science-based standards that were created to limit
the public’s exposure to harmful airborne pollutants. However, there have been only limited
direct conversations with the fire, vegetation and wildlife ecology community regarding what it
would take in terms of scale of fire use to limit public exposure to increasingly common megafire and mega-emissions events. The fire and air quality science referenced in this comment letter
clearly support a significant increase in the fire program in California as the best way to advance
forest resilience and to protect public health. We are asking EPA to provide regulatory
environments that will allow us to achieve forest resilience and protect public health.
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